For developing mountain city, the riverway should be fully developed [5] .
In the 1960s, the beginning of the establishment of Shiyan city, except plowland and paddy fields, there were clean waters everywhere for people to drink, and wash food and clothes [6, 7] . In the past, Shiyan was a clean place without any pollution, which could be regarded as a land flowing with milk and honey in the Hanshui Waters [8, 9] .
However, the river water in Shiyan now, although claimed as "have been disposed," the citizens feel disgusted even to touch it. In the past there were fish in the river, but now there are not even tadpoles. Due to the worsening of the environment, bird migrations and wild animals have decreased dramatically. In the past, people closed their doors to guard against wild beasts, but now to guard against thieves.
After Shiyan city was built up, the plowland and forests were substituted by high buildings. Moreover, buildings in Shiyan are so crowed that no sunshine can come into the rooms [10] .
Required by the construction, the riverway has gone through sand exploitation, which made the riverway neither river nor road. Every flood season, work sheds and construction areas would be damaged by flooding. Therefore, the riverway was turned into today's cement riverbed without any plants. Though flooding is prevented, pollution comes into the way (Fig. 2) . The river water stinks and there is rubbish everywhere in the river bed. The disposition and development of the riverway is closely related to the continuous development of Shiyan and to the water quality safety of South-to-North Water Diversion [11] . Thus, to solve this problem is the responsibility, duty, and mission of Shiyan.
The Significance of Disposition and Development of the Riverway
To dispose and develop the riverway is neither equal to build high buildings along the 10,000,000 m 2 riverway nor to fossick in the river bed, but to program and devise reasonably according to different positions. Shiyan shall never follow the same old disastrous road such as sluicing to create manmade lakes or water parks, or to pollute the environment and waste resources [12] .
As Shiyan is a mountain city with scarce water and plowland, to dispose of and develop the riverway is meaningful in the following aspects:
The Environment Can Be Beautified, Water Quality of South-to-North Water Diversion Can Be Protected, and City Features Can Be Revealed
Shiyan is nicknamed "Automobile City" or "The Detroit of China. " Outlanders may never hear the name of Shiyan, but when "the second automobile manufacturer" or "Mount Wudang" are mentioned, they will understand immediately. This phenomenon may reveal that one city has to maintain its features different from other ones [13] . Since Shiyan is well known for its automobile manufacturer and Mount Wudang, its environment should have a unique style to distinguish itself.
Stop the Endless Exploitation of Natural Resources to Leave Posterity a Place to Survive
For years, plowland, plants and water resources are decreasing despite calls for their protection. All of a sudden, thousands of acres of plowland became an economic development zone or project base, while no plowland recovery project is seen [14] . It is a common scene even in mountainous Shiyan.
To stop the endless exploitation, and manmade damage, and compensate for the loss of limited resources, Shiyan has to dispose of and reconstruct the riverway completely and effectively.
More Job Opportunities Can Be Provided for Citizens
A massive labor force has to be pumped into the reconstruction of the riverway. People would get jobs and the architecture market would be revived. Suppose every 100 square meters can provide one position on average, the riverway of 10,000,000 m 2 can provide 100,000 positions. As the riverway is closely related with the business zone, residential area, industrial area, service zone, traveling zone, and cultural zone, the integration of the riverway and urban area is inevitable [15] .
People's Living Standard Can Be Raised and Spiritual Needs Can Be Satisfied
As a mountainous city, Shiyan is short of flat land, roads and streets being crowded. Until now, besides two squares for citizens to hold activities, there are only 1-3 m wide pedestrian paths full of cars along the roads.
The need to explore and utilize the riverway is inevitable. In fact, citizens have already gone to the polluted riverbed to join in some cultural activities [16] .
Besides shopping malls, restaurants, bars, and automobile manufacturers, lacking touring attractions is a drawback of Shiyan. The riverway in fact can make up for this drawback if it is designed and developed well [17] .
The Economy Can Be Promoted and Social
Value Can Be Created
To expand domestic consuming need is the guideline to developing an economy in which a city's development plays a vital role. Because of its location advantage, the riverway in Shiyan may be the life pass of middle route project of South-to-North Water Diversion and a lifeline for the local economy [18] .
The economic development of Shiyan mainly depends on automobile manufacture, which made the riverway come into being. Now with the promotion of the South-to-North Water Diversion project, the development of the riverway can also motivate automobile manufacturing [19] . In the future, the South to North Water Diversion project, the vitalization of automobile manufacture, and the development of the riverway will create limitless value for the society.
Total Block Out and Brand New Development
To block out the whole riverway, i.e. to cover the riverway, is the best plan based on the integrated analysis of the overall situation. As a result, the upper part may be utilized in other aspects and the riverway below the cover may discharge flooding as well.
The biggest advantage to covering the riverway is having improved environmental conditions by preventing high temperature radiation of the cement riverbed and emissions of smelly sewage.
The upper part on the cover of the riverway may be utilized in the following ways.
To Develop Plowland
To develop plowland on the cover of the riverway and to irrigate the plowland with purified water from the riverway below the cover find a way to deal with the sewage, to prevent garbage dumping, to protect the water source for South to North Water Diversion, and to harvest tons of food supply. Moreover, the plowland will make an agricultural touring site; the teenagers in the city can acquire knowledge of agriculture; the climate of the city may be improved directly.
In the past, agriculture only belonged to the countryside and industry only belonged to the city. However, nowadays industry goes into the countryside and so agriculture go can into the city [20] .
"The new thinking of city agriculture" also includes advanced project of the roof garden, air farm, beautifying the environment of the city, building area of arable land, and saving the earth's ecological vision [21] .
To Plant Plants
As Shiyan lacks cultural sites, plants may be planted on the cover of riverway and towers, platforms, pavilions and corridors may be built onto it as well to make an integrated cultural site for citizens to entertain, exercise, and tour [22] .
To Explore Markets
The riverway was at one time being used as a vegetable market, which brought convenience for the citizens. But it was removed in 2003 because of SARS. The greengrocers and citizens complained about this decision. Therefore, to explore markets on the cover of the riverway is feasible to ease the difficulty of selling and buying vegetables. The markets may be built like the platforms in a railway station.
Investment
To block out the riverway is an immense project. Though it may need a large amount of investment, it is profitable because the project is influential and beneficial in many aspects.
According to the policy of "those who invest get the profit, " government may work out detailed rules to encour- age units and individuals to invest in the project. Then financial problems may be solved and job opportunities will emerge, as will huge profits.
Suppose the cost of blocking out every square meter is 1,000 RMB, an investment of 10,000,000,000 RMB will be needed. Suppose the profit of every one square meter is 100 RMB, the profit per year is 1,000,000,000 RMB. Suppose everyday there are 10,000 tourists spending 100 RMB per person, the profit from touring per year is more than 300,000,000 RMB. So, all the investment can be repaid in as little as 10 years.
Conclusion
The exploitation of the riverway is an opportunity for Shiyan. It is beneficial for the people, the city, and the country. It is a green project meaningful to the city's continuous development. It will contribute to history.
